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Abstract  
 
Volcanic activity resumed during early Middle Ages times at Lipari following at least 6000 years of 
quiescence. This phenomenon occurred in a social context that had continuously developed from 
prehistoric times to the Roman age and was burdened by a demographic crisis that involved the 
archipelago between the 6th and 11th century AD. The rare archaeological records relating to the 6th - 11th 
centuries suggest abrupt changes in the population of the islands. The medieval sources are rich in 
religious and fantastic references to volcanic events linked to Lipari and Vulcano, testifying the uneasy 
condition for the human communities. This work concerns the resilience and adaptation of the 
communities to volcanic activity during the Late Middle Ages in Lipari. Starting from 1083 the Aeolian 
archipelago was involved in a repopulation program, implemented in 1095 by the Constitutum and 
organized by the Benedictine Monastery with the annexed S. Bartolomeo Cathedral on the castle. From 
the 13th century the volcanic phenomena, strictly limited to the northern sector of the island, did not 
interfere as previously with the anthropic activities. The Monastery will be enlarged in the Norman 
phase during the first half of the 12th century with the construction of the cloister. New historical 
documents relating to the 1264, report news of fires and land movements on Lipari. Recent age 
determinations obtained for the obsidian flow of Rocche Rosse at 1220 ± 30 AD (archaeomagnetic 
dating) and for an obsidian block of the Lami pyroclastic cone at 1243 ± 190 (fission-track dating) allow 
to define the age of the last phase of activity of the Monte Pilato-Lami-Rocche Rosse complex, and to 
associate it the events reported on 1264’s historical documents. This work makes in comparison 
volcanological, archaeological and historical dates and described an updated summary of one of the 
lesser known phases of the history of the archipelago. The main consequence of the medieval volcanic 
activity at Lipari caused a clear division of the territory with the population confined in the southeast 
quadrant, protected to the north by Serra and Monte Rosa which represented a natural orographic barrier.  
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1. Introduction 

 
The population of the Aeolian islands (Figure 1) in the medieval period, from the 6th century to the 13th century, 

has many gaps in research that make difficult the historical reconstruction. This contribution will try to offer some 
new information to the historical and cultural context of the last eruptions of Lipari that involved the island between 



the 8th and the 13th centuries. This contribution, although not exhaustive, take in consideration historical, 
archaeological and volcanological data with the aim to focus the changes of the territory and human communities 
in relation to the volcanic activity. 

2. Archaeological reports 
 
Lipari was inhabited since the middle of the sixth millennium BC, with some periods of demographic crisis 

[Manni et al., 2019], as attested by the large archaeological reports [Martinelli, 2020; Bernabò Brea and Cavalier, 
1998]. After the IV-VI century AD the archaeological data decrease considerably, indicating a period of abandonment 
until the eleventh century. The archaeological evidences relating to the 4th - 6th centuries, although insufficient, 
suggest that some changes occurred both in the population size and in the topography of the main settlements 
[Zagari, 2015; 2017]. After the sixth century, data are drastically reduced and even today it is not possible to obtain 
information about Lipari community that probably follows to inhabit the inner flat plains [Giustolisi, 2001]. The 
archaeological stratigraphy of the Contrada Diana necropolis, previously used in the Greek and Roman age, provides 
important information. The sector with burials dated to the 4th - 6th century AD was investigated in trench XXXVI 
[Bernabò Brea and Cavalier, 1994] where, as had already been observed in other excavation trenches of the same 
necropolis (Figure 2), the archaeological layers were covered by a pumice layer, usually very thin but in some areas 
reaching a thickness of 20 cm. This layer occurs under 0.80 or 1.00 m from the modern agriculture level. It was used 
in the stratigraphic sequence of the history of Lipari as a post quem term because it is connected to the volcanic 
activity localized in the north-east sector of the island. A radiocarbon dating 1241 ± 31BP, corresponding to 776 AD 
[Keller, 1970; 2002], was correlated with the pumice layer. In the stratigraphy of the Contrada Diana site the pumice 
layer is covered by one meter of agricultural soil without material (pottery, stone etc.) referred to the human 
occurrence after the sixth century. Furthermore, this layer appears intact suggesting the absence of any agricultural 
or other activities that would have erased or dispersed the pumice [Bernabò Brea, 1988: 128].  

After the devastation caused by the Arabs in 838, the rebuilding of the fortified citadel of Lipari began in the 
Norman age between 1082 and 1085 due to the arrival of a group of Benedictine monks led by Abbot Ambrogio 
[Iacolino, 1998]. The church with the cloister is the most important architectural element [Bernabò Brea, 1998; 
Bernabò Brea and Cavalier, 2003; Tabanelli, 2017] that was built on a blackish layer of burning covering the floor 
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Figure 1. Localization of Aeolian islands in the southern Tyrrhenian sea (Italy). 



of an older structure. This layer was attributed to the Arab destruction on the basis of the finding of a leaden seal 
of the Byzantine age with the name of Constantino, who was strategist of Sicily in 813 [Bernabò Brea, 1998: 27]. 

The Vulcano island does not preserve traces of settlements until the nineteenth century. Its constant and violent 
volcanic activity has changed the morphology of the island several times where, however, occasional visits for 
mining, hunting and forest exploitation likely occurred since the Bronze Age. 
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Figure 2. Excavation in Contrada Diana (Lipari): 1) Trench XXXVI – 1974; 2) Particular of pumice layer; 3) Trench XXIX 
– 1966 (after Bernabò Brea and Cavalier [1994]).
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3. Volcanological data 
 
During Middle Ages the activity of the Lipari-Vulcano complex is characterized by several eruptive events. In 

Lipari (Figure 3), a main eruption occurs in the early Middle Ages in the Monte Pilato after a quiescence of about 
6,000 years, forming a pumice cone of 150 m of elevation and about 1 km wide northernmost of the pre-historical 
volcanic center of Gabellotto. The upper part is composed by pyroclastic deposits of pumice, that have been 
deposited in a relatively short span of time due to the frequent fallouts produced by magmatic- and hydromagmatic-
type explosions [Dellino and La Volpe, 1995]. Two radiometric age determinations have been provided for this 
eruption. The first standard radiocarbon dating [Keller, 1970] estimated its occurrence at 1220 ± 50 BP, which is a 
calendar age of 780–785 AD, while the second performed through “high precision AMS radiocarbon” [Keller, 2002] 
recorded the same at 1241 ± 31 BP and 776 AD calibrated age. Samples for both dating were collected from the 
paleosol below the recent pumice, deposited on the south-east flank of Monte Chirica near Lami village. 

Figure 3. Geological sketch map of the NE sector of Lipari (modified after Forni et al. [2013]). IGM Map sector with 
archaeological sites in Lipari around Monte Rosa (redrawing by Bernabò Brea and Cavalier in 1990).



Successively, Lipari enters in a volcanic quiescence until the early XIII century, when the Forgia Vecchia eruption 
occurs [Malaguti et al., 2020]. Although the dynamic of this eruptions is not yet clarified on the whole, the obsidian 
lava was generated in the area of Pirrera–Forgia Vecchia and flowed eastward down to the coast forming a two lobes 
flow behind Canneto village; this eruption was previously dated at 1,6 ± 38 BP [Bigazzi and Bonadonna, 1973; Forni 
et al., 2013]. It should be noted that the absence of pumice layers on its surface seems to confirm as this event was 
subsequent to the eruptive phases of Monte Pilato occurred in VIII century [Cortese et al., 1986]. Forni et al. (2013) 
questioned the age attribution of Bigazzi and Bonadonna [1973], owing to the absence of the Monte Pilato 
pumiceous products above the Forgia Vecchia lava flow. They proposed that the Forgia Vecchia and Monte Pilato 
activities are time-equivalent. 

Furthermore, the eruptive activity resumed in the inner area of Monte Pilato center, forming the Rocche Rosse 
crater, partially destroyed by the successive obsidian lava overflow. This latter has extensively covered the north-
east slope of the cone with the more than 60 m thick and 2 km long Rocche Rosse flow, reaching the sea in 
correspondence of the actual Punta Castagna and Acquacalda village (Figure 4). 

Archaeomagnetic datings estimated this flow around 1230 +/- 40 AD [Tanguy et al., 2003; Forni et al., 2013], 
1240 ± 30 [Arrighi et al., 2006] or around 1300 [Malaguti et al., 2020]. In the same time is the Lami cone eruption 
occurred, near the small village of Lami on the south-east flank of Monte Pilato. Obsidian samples collected on the 
cone have been dated through the fission tracks method at 1243 ± 190 AD [Bigazzi et al., 2003]. 

4. Historical sources 
 
In the 7th - 8th century the reports of religious travellers [Garbini, 2010: 31-32] mainly concern Vulcano, with the 

only exception of that given by San Gregorio in 787, where a description of both submarine volcanic activities 
observed in the channel between Lipari and Vulcano, and an eruption on the island of Lipari is provided [Bernabò 
Brea, 1988]. The voyage of San Willibald in 729 was determinant for the description of an eruption of pumice emitted 
by Vulcano [Iacolino, 1996]. Arab sources of the 10th - 12th century are telling again about the pumice of Vulcano, 
while a description of 1184-1185 concerns Vulcano and Vulcanello that “send fire forever” [see Pagliara, 1995 and 
references therein]. 
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Figure 4. View from the Rocche Rosse crater area and Rocche Rosse obsidian flow down to Punta Castagna (photo M. 
Manni 2021).



Historical data becomes more precise in the thirteenth century and in particular in the years 1264-1265 when 
Lipari is mentioned in a chronicle of the Pisan Annals and in a report of the Universitas of Patti. The first describes 
Lipari burned by the hellfire that arose from the same island in October 1264; the latter mentioned instead the loss 
of documents due to destructions on Lipari. The words “everssione terre Lipparis” are used to indicate the devastation 
of lands. This destructive event is still mentioned in 1265 to justify the loss of a document that granted a privilege 
to the church of Patti. 

 
 

5. Chronicle of the 1264 by Pisan Annals 
 
A short chronicle given by an anonymous Pisan author belonging to the Ghibelline faction is contained in the 

appendix to Annales Pisanorum (Pisan Annals) which covers the period from 1101 to 1268 [Lupo Gentile, 1930-1936]. 
A.D. MCCLXV, de mense Octub. insula Lipari combusta fuit igne infernali, sive qui exivit de inferis dicte insule. 
In the year of the God 1265 (= 1264 of the current calendar), in the month of October, the island of Lipari was 

burned by a hellfire, emerging from the same island.  
 
 

6. Examination of the minutes of Universitas of Patti dated 1 September 1265 
 
In a minute registered on 31 August 1265 at the Universitas of Patti there are two letters sent by King Manfredi 

to Nicolao Tavily, the “stratigoto” (magistrate of the city) of Messina, respectively on 26 February and 13 August 1265 
[Girgensohn and Kamp, 1965]. Both concerned a privilege claimed by the bishop of Lipari, Bonconte di Pendenza, 
in favour of the bishopric of Lipari-Patti. It is a privilege granted by King William of Sicily who exempted the Church 
of Patti from paying contributions in favour of the royal fleet. The original certificates of William II and Federico 
II with regular signet, could not be provided because it was lost during the destruction of the lands of Lipari 
(everssione terre Lipparis) [Iacolino, 2001]. 

 
a) Letter of Manfredi to the city magistrate dated: Orte, 26 February 1265.  

“…quia dicta privilegia regis Guillelmi et domini patri nostri de predicta exempcione eclesie predicte indulta in 
everssione terre Lipparis cum rebus aliis pluribus, quas habebat idem electus ibidem, ammissa fuerant et ea tibi, 
dum contendis ab eo ius lignaminum et marinarie exigere, ad defensionem suam et dicte eclesie sue pretendere et 
monstrare non potest, licet ipsa autenticata habebat …”. 
..as the mentioned privileges of King William and our Lord father granted to the same church and as the 
privileges were lost in the ruin of the lands of Lipari with a certain number of other things, which the same 
elect kept in the same place, while he requires the timber and navy privileges, for both his and the Church 
defence, cannot show the same authenticated as he had ... 

 
b) Letter of Manfredi to the city magistrate dated: Amatrice, 13 August 1265.  

“...exempcionem eclesie sue Pactensis de iure marinarie et lignaminum ostendere et edocere non posset per privilegia 
divorum progenitorum nostrum, que in casu Lipparis se asserit ammisisse…”  
The exemption of the Patti Church from navy and timber law, granted by privilege of our ancestors, cannot 
be shown as it is claimed to have been lost in the events of Lipari [Iacolino, 2001: 295]. 

 
 

7. Discussion 
 
The Middle Ages is characterized by an increasing of the volcanic activity of the Lipari-Vulcano system, which 

involved the eruptive centres of Lipari (Monte Pilato, Forgia Vecchia and Rocche Rosse) (Figure 5) and Vulcano 
(Gran Cratere and Vulcanello). The area of the Castle was rebuilt between 1082 and 1085, including a new church 
and a Benedictine monastery related to the new settled community after the Arab invasion in 838. 

The promulgation of the Constitutum in 1095 regulated the assignment of the land of the south-west part of Lipari to 
private locals through concessions in perpetuum, with the aim of improve the recolonization of this island [Iacolino, 1998]. 
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On the contrary, the land in the north-east sector (near Forgia Vecchia and Monte Pilato) was not assigned as 
emphyteusis for many centuries. In fact, according to the description in an act of 1246 conserved in episcopal archive 
of Patti [Iacolino, 2007], the subdivision of the farmlands owned by the Church included only the south-west sector 
of the island. 

The main reason is certainly related to the new cycle of volcanic activity that occurred since the eighth century 
and that reached its maximum peak in the thirteenth century with the eruption Rocche Rosse [Tanguy et al., 2003; 
Forni et al., 2013]. This latter culminated with the formation of the homonymous obsidian flow. The Rocche Rosse 
flow (dated around 1230-1240) together with the Lami cone, on the south-east flank of Monte Pilato, (around 1243) 
represent the last eruptions of Lipari. 

Two documents dated at 1264 are the last historical sources where are described these important natural events 
that occurred in Lipari and therefore could be referred to the last eruptions of Lipari, namely Rocche Rosse and 
Lami. These events offer to the Lipari churchmen an useful piece of evidence to justify the lacking of a 
documentation proving their privileges. At the same time, the volcanic activity determined strong constrains that 
allow to use only the non-affected sector of the island, while northernmost of Monte Rosa (Figure 6) the hazard due 
to the eruptive centres of Forgia Vecchia, Rocche Rosse and Lami represented an obstacle for human and agricultural 
expansion. 

Only from the end of the sixteenth century, a gradual demographic grow will determine the birth of the villages 
of Canneto, Pirrera, Serra, Lami and Acquacalda, all located in the northern sector of the island where, it is presumed, 
post-eruption effects like volcanic gas emission from the ground, not fertile volcanic soils, etc., has hampered the 
human settlement for a long time. Still in 1593 in the locality of Acquacalda, only two areas were granted in 
emphyteusis to private locals by the Church [Iacolino, 1998; 2007]. Finally, the Monte Pilato area was systematically 
exploited as a pumice mining industry from 1880 to 2007.
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Figure 5. View of the Rocche Rosse crater (photo 1950).



8. Conclusion 
 
The end of the Roman Empire and the dependence by Byzantium of the Sicily after 535 AD [Zagari, 2017] brought 

changes in human settlements. In the Aeolian Islands, these changes may have been influenced by the effect of the 
volcanism, especially on the Lipari-Vulcano complex. At the island of Lipari, after a long period of quiescence from 
the seventh millennium BC, the volcanic activity shown a significant recrudescence in the Middle Ages. 

The lack of archaeological findings (settlements, walls, pottery, etc.) from the 6th to the 11th century AD suggests 
a pauperisation of the communities with a consequent demographic decrease [Arena, 1991] and an economic decline 
of the archipelago. This situation persisted until the 11th century when the Benedictine monastery was founded on 
the castle of Lipari. 

The morphology of the north-eastern sector of Lipari, affected by the eruptive phases of Forgia Vecchia, Lami 
and Rocche Rosse that occurred in the thirteenth century, was completely upset and these areas remained 
uninhabited until a few centuries ago. The geological dating of these eruptive phases are in agreement with two 
historical sources: the first (Pisani Annals) could be referred to an eruption that occurred in October 1264, the 
second (letters to Manfredi) confirm a destructive event occurred in the second half of the same year (before 
February 26, 1265). 

Although the last volcanic cycle did not hinder the life of the Lipari community in the urban area, it has deeply 
marked the morphology of the north-east sector of the island, with the direct consequence to maintain a condition 
of abandonment of the same. Only after the sixteenth century, therefore when the volcanic activity (including post-
eruption effects) has been definitively ceased, there are records of human exploitation and expansion in this area 
[Iacolino, 2007]. On the other hand, all the eventual remains of ancient settlements in this area should be completely 
erased by the successive strong volcanic events. This possibility is suggested by the only archaeological finding 
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Figure 6. View of Lipari city and Monte Rosa-Serra (photo M.C. Martinelli). 
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from the Culia area (Figure 3) that lies northernmost the natural barrier of Monte Rosa-Serra and very close to the 
southern boundary of Forgia Vecchia coulee, where a nucleus of tombs from the Greek age (4th century BC) attests 
the occurrence of a settlement [Martinelli personal communication]. 
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